Type III collagen decreases in normal fetal bovine bladder development.
In normal fetal bovine bladder development we have shown that compliance increases at approximately the same time that urine production first occurs. The late first trimester fetal bladders are relatively stiff with a progressive increase in bladder compliance peaking in the newborn period. From the newborn period through adulthood, we documented a relatively modest decrease in bladder compliance, which may result from the normal aging process. To account for these changes, we have used the bovine model to perform biochemical analyses of the major structural collagens that are found in the bladder (types I and III). These results show that the per cent of type III collagen decreases in the developing bladder from the end of the first trimester until the newborn period. Comparing the newborn bladder to that of a mature adult, we documented a relatively modest increase in the amount of type III collagen. We demonstrated that the ratio of type III-to-type I collagen parallels the normal compliance changes in the developing fetal and mature bovine bladder.